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Sitting at the entrance of his tent, looking at Ishmael playing, Abraham still saw rainbows in the desert. And
he understood that there was still more to come. He was not to be the father of only one child, but two,
thousands, millions perhaps.
The signs of being elderly arrived. Blurry eyes, weak arms, few embraces, hurt feet. But there was one thing
that didn't get old: Abraham's ability to see rainbows in the desert with multitudes emerging from the sand.
It was in the warmest hour of the day, when everything is quiet that three men appeared, sat with Abraham
under the oak and ate together. When they were leaving they said: "We will come back in one year's time, and
when we come back, Sarah will have given birth to a son." Sarah, who was listening at a distance, found that a
very funny joke. Can you imagine something more comic then an elderly woman, wrinkled face, teeth-less,
dry breasts, with a filled womb, pregnant? Only if the world had gone crazy, things that were, were no longer,
and things that were not come into being; everything upside down, inside out, mountains becoming valleys,
deserts bringing forth gardens, virgins becoming pregnant, dead bodies being resurrected...
But Sarah was a wise woman. She knew the lessons of the possible and impossible. She couldn't resist, and
she laughed! These visitors had a funny sense of humor! She walked to her kitchen, place of reality, place
where her desires were modest and possible: meat cooked with beans, bread, cheese. And she was sorry for
Abraham and his dreams.
But Abraham kept believing in the impossible. He also had laughed once at the same promise. In chapter 17
verse 17 he asks: "Shall a child be born to a man who is a hundred years old? Should Sarah, who is 90 years
old bear a child?" The visionary and trusting Abraham was not always visionary and trusting. He came to be.
That happens to us also. We are not always ready to believe in a promise. Sometimes we are not even capable
of identifying a promise when it is right before us.
Sometimes the promise seems broken. Couples look at endless rainbows, but no child comes. Societies
continue to define being a man or woman in terms of the number of children produced creating deserts for
those without. Although God's promise comes as a child in this story, God's promises are not confined to
bearing children.
A promise is a word filled with such deep, powerful significance that it brings about trust and confidence. It is
the sound of one's profoundest desire towards somebody else binding both together. It is a word from which
assurance grows; it is an oath. In the Old Testament there is no specific expression for promise. When God
makes promises for the future, the verb used is "'Ã£mar" "to say." The promises of prosperity to the insipid
dynasty of David or the promises of restoration to the people in exile are transmitted by the prophets as
debÃ£rim, words, or neum, oracle. But these dense words point forward. They give such strong direction that
people follow them; the words produce faith.
What words have you heard recently that have brought about trust and confidence? What words have you said
that bound you to somebody else? What words did you still not hear, or did you still not say?
The promise to Abraham is a promise in which God obligates Godself to certain things, but there are no
obligations laid on Abraham. This is very significant. Contrast it to the Sinai covenant in which Adonai
determines to be the God of Israel, if they keep God's commandments. The promise is "an everlasting
promise," that includes Abraham's descendants, both Ishmael and Isaac and all those who came to believe the
God of promises.
Which promise do you remember have received from God? Which promise are you waiting to receive? Can
you say it, quietly? Can you repeat it?
(Lus holds the ribbons)
Abraham calls us to look at the sky and see rainbows where they do not exist. He challenges us to look at our
deserts and see a multitude rising from it. He invites us to follow a promise that at first glance might seem like
a joke.
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